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1 Introduction 

Bisimulation is widely used for defining behavioural equivalences on terms of 
process description languages. It has been extensively studied in CCS, where 
efficient algorithms and tools for bisimulation checking have been devised. A 
prominent role among these algorithms is occupied by the partition refinement 
algorithm [10, 6]. It works in two phases: In the first, the state spaces of the pro- 
cesses to be checked (i.e., the set of their derivatives under arbitrary sequences of 
actions) are separately generated; in the second, a partition refinement procedure 
is applied to the union of the state spaces, which terminates when the equiv- 
alence classes of bisimulation are found. Most important, the same algorithm 
can be used to obtain a minima~ realisation of a process P,  i.e., a process which 
has the minimum number of states and transitions among all those bisimilar 
with P. In the case of CCS, algorithms for bisimiIarity generally apply only to 
finite-state processes, syntactically described by disallowing parallel composition 
within recursive definitions. 

In this paper, we study bisimulation checking in the r-calculus, a develop- 
ment of CCS where channel names can be communicated. Name-passing in- 
creases the expressiveness of the calculus, but it also dramatically affects the 
theory - -  above all the definition, of bisimulation and its associated algorithms. 
In the v-calculus, the syntactic counterpart of CCS finite state processes are 
the finite control processes [3]. Due to the creation of new names, finite control 
processes can exhibit an infinite-state behaviour. 

Three definitions of bisimulation, called late [7], early [7] and open [11], have 
been proposed for the ~r-calculus, and vary in the way name instantiations are 
handled. Here, we focus on open bisimulation, for three main reasons: First, by 
contrast with the other two, open bisimulation is a full congruence; this can be 
used, for instance, for compositional minimisations of processes. Secondly, the 
average complexity of checking open bisimulation is expected to be substan- 
tially lower than those of late and early bisimulations Ill]. Thirdly, a partition 
refinement algorithm for open bisimulation presents more difficulties, hence one 
expects to extract algorithms for late and early bisimulations from it. 
O p e n  bis imulat ion.  Differently from early and late bisimulations, where free 
names of processes are viewed as constants (hence cannot be identified), in open 
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bisimulation free names are viewed as free variables. However, permanent in- 
equalities on names can be imposed by means of distinctions, i.e., irreflexive 
and symmetric relations on names. Distinctions allow us, for instance, to create 
constants by declaring certain names different from all other names; they are 
also useful to handle name extrusions ~ see below. We shall write "~D to denote 
open bisimilarity under distinction D. 

We review some aspects of the symbolic characterisation of open bisimula- 

tion [11]. Symbolic transitions are of the form P ~ P '  where, intuitively, M 
represents the least condition, in the form of a conjunction of equalities between 
names, undhr which action ~ caz~ occur. A condition M determines an equiva- 
lence relation on names~ chosen a representative for each equivalence class, M 
also determines a name substitution O'M which maps names to their representa- 
tives. We write 0 for the "true" condition, that is the empty conjunction. Among 
the possible forms of action ~, there is the bound output "5(b), which denotes the 
emission at a of the private name b. Approximately, the clause of bisimilarity on 
bound outputs says that if P ~D Q, and fn(P, Q) is the set of free names in P 
and Q, then: 

whenever P M ,~(b! p,  with b not free in Q, there are N and Q' s.t. 

Q N ,Z(b~ Q,, M implies N, and (1) 
I D I  clef P' " o '  QaM,  for = DaMU {b}xfn (P ,Q)  

Derivative Q' and distinction D are updated according to the name equalities 
imposed by condition M, and distinction {b} x fn(P, Q) is added to record the 
creation of the new name b. 
Ma in  p r o b l e m s  for a par t i t ion  algori thm. In (1), three forms of dependen- 
cies between P and Q affect the transitions and the derivatives to examine: 

D e p . l '  The name emitted by P cannot occur free in Q; 
Dep.2:  The condition M in the transition of P determines a substitution 0 M 

which is applied onto the derivative of Q; 
Dep.3:  There is a global distinction, which is updated using informations (the 

free names) from both processes. 

These dependencies prevent us fi'om generating the state spaces of P and Q 
separately from each other, as requested in the first phase of the partition re- 
finement algorithm. Each dependency introduces a separate problem, which we 
now discuss in more detail. 

Dep.1 is imposed to ensure that the bound name chosen by P can also be 
chosen by Q, and is necessary because bisimilar processes may have different 
sets of free names, like 

P1 clef P2 + [c = e]~(b), c(d). 0 and P2 ~ f  "5(b). e(d). 0 (2) 

(a matching [c = e] means "if c = e then"). The choice of the bound name could 
be made locally if active names [8]~ instead of free names, were used. A name x is 
active for a process P ifx does affect the behaviour of P,  i.e., P and ~,xP are not 
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bisimilar (v_ is the restriction construct). Active names would eliminate Dep.1 
because bisimilar processes have the same sets of active names. Unfortunately, 
computing active names is as difficult as computing bisimilarity. For instance, x 
is active in a(y). ([y = z]P + Q) iff P{y/x} and Q{y/x} are bisimilar. 

Dep.2 arises because conditions M and N on the transitions from P and 
Q may be logically non-equivalent. This situation happens, for instance, when 

comparing processes P~ and P2 in (2), where transition P1 [r c(d).O 

is matched by transition P2 0,~(b) e(d). 0, for under the condition [c= e] the 
two derivatives are bisimilar (in this case, they are actually equal). However, this 
transition of P1 does not add anything interesting to its behaviour, since covered 

by transition P1 ~ e(d). O, which has a logically weaker condition. The first 
transition can therefore be regarded as redundant. Indeed, if redundant transi- 
tions were ignored in the bisimulation clauses, then Dep.2 could be removed. 
But again, determining whether a transition is non-redundant is as difficult as 
computing bisimilarity. 

To avoid Dep.3, distinctions should be made local to processes, and should 
be locally updated. But the update of the local distinction of a process P has 
to depend on its free names, otherwise the update might not be sound. As a 
consequence, since bisimilar processes may have different free names, one must 
be able to compare processes with different local distinctions. This makes it hard 
to obtain a transitive bisimulation relation and to recover open bisimulation. 

Our approach.  Computing bisimilarity, active names or non-redundant tran- 
sitions is of equal difficulty, since, unfortunately, they all depend from each 
other. Our algorithm will hence compute bisimilarity, active names and non- 
redundat transitions at the same time. Since bisimulation is a maximal fixed- 
point, whereas active names and non-redundant transitions are minimal fixed- 
points, the algorithm approximates bisimulation from above, and active names 
mud non-redundant transitions from below. At the beginning, all processes are 
assumed bisimilar, no name is assumed active and no transition is assumed non- 
redundant. In each approximation step, the appropriate transitions and deriva- 
tives of processes are selected according to the current estimation of active names 
and non-redundant transitions, and the standard partition refinement algorithm 
is applied. At the end, active names and non-redundant transitions are updated. 
In this way, at each step the assumed set of bisimilar processes decreases, whereas 
the assumed sets of active names and non-redundant transitions increase. This 
procedure is repeated until a fixed-point is reached. 

The update of the distinction which is local to a process P uses its free names. 
The bisimulation relation computed by the algorithm, and defined on processes 
with a local distinction, is not transitive; but it enjoys a weak form of transitivity 
which is enough to prove a characterisation theorem w.r.t, open bisimulation and 
to apply the partition refinement algorithm (in which transitivity is important). 

Our algorithm can be used on finite-control processes to check open bisimu- 
lation and to compute minimal realisations of processes. 
Re la t ed  work. The closest work to ours is [81, where a partition refinement 
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algorithm for early and late bisimulation is obtained which works for finite- 
control processes without the matching operator. [8] has inspired our work, and 
has provided us with useful insights. However, our technical development is quite 
different, beCause none of the problems in Dep.l-3 arise in [8]. Dep.2 and Dep.3 
do not arise because they are specific to open bisimulation; Dep.1 does not pose 
a serious obstacle because, in late and early bisimulations without matching, 
active names of processes are trivial to compute: Roughly, a name x is active in 
a process P if x appears as a free ha,me in a label of a computation of P. Hence 
active names can be computed by a standard transitive closure procedure. 

The Mobility Workbench [12] is a tool for mechanically checking open bisimu- 
lation on finite control processes. It adopts an on the fly [4] approach, as opposed 
to the partitioning approach (in on-the-fly, the state spaces of processes com- 
pared are created at the same time as the candidate bisimulation relation). A 
disadvantage of on-the-fly is that it cannot be used to give the minimal realisa- 
tion of a process. Moreover, due to the need of backtracking, in general on-the-fly 
is less efficient than partitioning both in time and in space (especially in the case 
of weak bisimulations). However, on-the-fly can be superior on processes which 
exhibit a limited degree of non-determinism; and it may return an answer even 
on non-finite-control processes, if not bisimilar. 

In [3] decidability of early and late bisimilarity for finite control processes is 
proved. In particular, it is shown that for every pair of finite control processes 
only a finite number of names is sufficient for checking bisimilarity; once the 
number of names if guessed, the state space of both agents can be built and 
a partition refinement algorithm can be applied. However, this approach can 
be expensive and, since the number of names can be guessed only for pairs of 
processes, it does not provide us with minimal realisations. Open bisimulation, 
and hence Dep.2 and Dep.3, are not considered in [3]. 

For lack of space, in this short version some technical definitions and all 
proofs have been suppressed. 

2 r e - c a l c u l u s  

We briefly review the syntax of the ~r-calculus, and the definition of open bisim- 
ulation~ Letters a, b , . . . ,  x, y , . . .  range over the infinite ordered set Af of names, 
and K over the set of process identifiers. The class of processes is built from 
the operators of inaction, prefixing, matching, parallel composition, restriction, 
sum, and recursion; a prefix can be a silent prefix, an input, a free output, or a 
bound output: 

P,Q:=O [ a .P I [a=b]P I P [ Q  [ y a P  I P +  Q ] g{5) 
: = r  

Each identifier K has an associated arity and a definition of the form K de~ (a)P. 
We give sum and parallel composition the lowest syntactic precedence among 
the operators. In a(b). P, L,b P, and ~(b). P, all free occurrences of name b in 
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P are bound. Free names (fn), bound names (bn) and names (n) of processes 
and prefixes, name substitutions, and alpha conversion are defined as expected. 
The extruded names of an action ~, written en(a), are its bound names if a is a 
bound output, are the empty set otherwise. We use a to range over substitutions. 
Application of a substitution a to a process P and to an action a are written 
P a  and an,  respectively (in an,  the bound names of a are not touched). 

Conditions are finite conjunctions of matching, like [a - b][c = c~. We use M 
and N to range over conditions, and n(M) for the names which appear in M. 
We write M E> N if M implies N, i.e., the equalities in M imply those in N; 
M <~> N is a shortcut for "M t> N and N t> M ' ,  whereas M ~d[> N is a shortcut 
for "M ~> N but not N t> M". Notice that, since names are ordered, there are 
canonical forms for conditions, which are unique up to <~>. Given a matching 
M, we denote by aM the substitution which selects the minimal representative 
out of each equivalence class on names induced by M, i.e., aM (a) = min{b I 
i ~> la=b]}, 

A distinction is a finite symmetric irreflexive relation on Af, which expresses 
permanent inequalities on names, i.e., if (a, b) is in the distinction, then a must 
be kept separate from b. We use D to range over distinctions and n(D) for the 
names which are mentioned in D. A substitution a respects a distinction D if 
(a,b) E D implies a(a) # a(b); in this case we write Da for the distinction 
{(a(a),a(b)) t (a ,b)  E D}. Similarly, a matching M respects a distinction D if 
aM respects D. Sometimes, in the expressions defining distinctions we shall avoid 
to give all symmetric pairs. If N is a set of names, then D - N is the distinction 
{(a, b) E D I a, b ~ N} and D n N is the distinction {(a, b) E D ] a, b E N}. 

In the symbolic transition system for open bisimulation [11], transitions have 

the form P M~, p,, where M represents the minimal condition on names 
required by P to perform that action. For lack of space, we omit the transition 
rules, which can be found, for instance, in [11] or [12]. 

It will be convenient to use a transition system P -M--'2 p,  in which M is in 
canonical form and substitution aM has already been applied to action a and 
derivative P': 

P ~ a  P '  M is the canonical form for N 
M , rvo" M 

P ~ Pin M 
bn(a) N fn(P) = 0 

Othe r  nota t ions .  If S is a set, then p(S) is the powerset of S. If 7~ is a relation, 
then we sometimes write h ~ k to mean (h, k) E T~. 

Defini t ion 1 (open bis imulat ion [11]). Open bisimulation is the largest set 
{"~D}D of symmetric process relations s.t. for all D and P "D Q: 

- whenever P ~ P' ,  with bn(a) N (fn(Q) u n ( D ) ) =  0 and M respects D, 

there are N,/~, and Q' such that Q ~ Q' and 
* M ~> N, a = ~aM,  and 
* P '  ~D' Q'aM, for D' def = DaM U (en(a) x fn(P, Q)). 
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3 M a k i n g  d i s t i n c t i o n s  l o c a l  t o  p r o c e s s e s  

The goal of this section is to make the indexing distinctions of open bisimulation 
local to processes. A constrained process is a pair (P, D), where P is a process 
and D is a distinction with n(D) C__ fn(P). The requirement on names is used 
to keep distinctions "small" and to reduce the number of free names (in the 
algorithm of Section 6, it will allow us a better re-use of names). The set C~ of 
constrained processes is ranged over by A, B. Substitutions, free names, bound 

names are extended to constrained processes as expected. If A d=ef (p, D), then 
ua A abbreviates (va P, D - (a}). We call relations on constrained processes 
CP-relations; they are ranged over by ~ .  

We use D M to denote the distinction DaM U (en(a) x fn(P)). Transitions P~o~ 
for constrained processes are defined from those for processes: 

P ~ P~ M respects D 

(P,D) ~ 'P' D M , e,,~ n fn(P')) 

It makes sense to compare only constrained processes whose distinctions are 
compatible, that is, identical on common names. 

Def ini t ion 2. Constrained processes (P, D) and (Q, E) are compatible, written 
(P, D) ~(Q, E>, if D n fn(Q) = E n fn(P). 

A compatible CP-relation is a CT)-relation whose pairs are compatible constrained 
processes. 

T h e o r e m 3 .  Let ,,~ be the largest symmetric compatible CP-relation s.t. when- 

ever (P,D) ,,~ (Q, E) and (P, D> M,~ (p,, D'), with bn(a) n fn(Q) = 0, there 

are N,/3, Q' and E' such that (Q, E) ~-~ (Q', E') and 

- M l> N,  c~ = ~aM, and 
M - (P', D') ~. (Q'aM, (DpM. U EQ,~) N fn(Q'aM)). 

Then (P, D) ... (Q, E) implies P ~DuE Q and, vice versa, P . .~  Q implies 
(P, n n fn(P)) ~ (Q, D N fn(Q)). 

The proof of Theorem 3 uses a few lemmas for manipulating distinctions, among 
which the following strong-narrowing law for open bisimulation: 

P ~D Q implies P ~E Q for E ~f  (D n fn(P)) u (D n fn(Q)). 

This law, which has a delicate proof, strengthens the standard narrowing law for 
open bisimulation, where E d__e~ D n fn(P, Q). 

A CP-relation T~ is weak transitive if A1 7~ A2, A2 7~ As, and A1 #As  imply 
A1 T~ As. 

P r o p o s i t i o n  4. Relation ~ is not transitive, but is weak transitive. 

In the remainder of the paper, with some abuse of notation, we call open 
bisimilarity the relation -~ on constrained processes defined in Theorem 3. When 
clear from the context, we may call constrained processes simply processes. 
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4 N o n - r e d u n d a n t  t r a n s i t i o n s  

The goal of this section is to remove the dependency called Dep.2 in the Intro- 
duction from the characterisation of open bisimulation in the previous section. 
We recall that this dependency is caused by "redundant" transitions. Roughly, 

a transition A ~ A I is redundant for open bisimulation if there is another 

transition A ~ A" which has a strictly weaker condition N and s.t., when M 
holds, a is equal to ~ and A ~ is bisimilar to A' .  Redundant transitions can be 
defined for an arbitrary relation 7~ in place of bisimilarity. 

Defini t ion 5. A transition (P, D) M, ~ (p,, Dt } is redundant for a CP,relation 

T~ if there is a transition (P, D} ~ {P", D ' )  such that: 

- M ;~t> N, a =/3aM, and 
- (P',  D')  7~ (P"aM,  DMp,~ n fn(P"aM)). 

A transition (P, D} ~ (P~, D ~) is non-redundant for a CP-relation ~ ,  written 

(P, D) ~ (P', D'} e nr(7~), if it is not redundant for T~. 

T h e o r e m  6. Relation ,,~ coincides with the largest symmetric compatible g7 ) -  
relation ~ s.t. if A ~ B then: 

- whenever A ~ A t e nr(T~) and bn(c~) Cl fn(B) = (3, there is B ~ such that 

B M,~ B 'enr(7~)  a n d A ' ~ B  ~. 

5 A c t i v e  n a m e s  a n d  t h e  i t e r a t i v e  a p p r o a c h  

We now will make the choice of bound names of matching transitions local to 
processes (i.e., removing the dependency called Dep.1 in the Introduction). A 
local choice cannot be based on the free names because bisimilar processes may 
have different sets of free names. In place of free names, we shall use the active 
names, which are the same in bisimilar processes. The active names of a process 
are the smallest subset of free names which affect its behaviour. For instance, a is 
active in a(b). 0 and [a = b]'bc. O, but it is not in vb (ba. 0) and [a = b]~c. 0 +-bc. O. 
As for non-redundant transitions, it is convenient to define active names on a 
generic gP-relation. 

Defini t ion 7. For a C;O-relation 7Z, the function ann : gP  --* p(Af), mapping a 
constrained process onto the set of its active names w.r.t. T~, is the least fixed- 
point of the monotone function ~ : (gT) --, p(Af)) ~ (CP --. p(A/')) defined 
thus: 

r  = U fn(M,a) U ( f ( A ' )  - b n ( a ) ) .  

{M,a,A'IA ~ m'enr(n)} 

If x e ann(A), then we say that name x is active w.r.t. T~ in process A; otherwise 
we say that x is inactive w.r.t. T~ in A. 
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That is, ann is the least function which satisfies the condition: whenever 

A M,? A' E nr(T~), it holds that fn(M,a)  U (anr~(A') - bn(a)) C ann(A). 

P r o p o s i t i o n  8. x E an~ (A) iff A r ~,x A. 

In the normalised transitions below, the bound name in a transition of a 
process A is imposed to be the first inactive name in A; since the first inactive 
name may also occur free, in rule Norm2 its free occurrences are redenominated 
to avoid accidental identifications. 

D e f i n i t i o n  9. The normalised transitions for a CP-relation Tii which are of the 
M 

form A : ' ~  A', are defined from the two following inference rules, where 
def def 

v = min{Af - ann(A)} and y - min{Af - fn(A)}: 

Norml A M,~ A' b n ( c ~  
M ,~ A' A~ ) n  

A M,~ A' b n ( a ) = { y }  y C v  where def[a(v) i f a = a ( y )  Norm2 
A ~-:~vr A'{vtyYtv} /3 = ~ ~(v) i f~ ~(y) 

The two inference rules Norml-2 define an injective mapping from normalised 
transitions to plain transitions, because each normalised transition is inferred 

from a unique plain transition. Thus, if A M, ~ A' is the image of A M, ~rr A" 
M,/~ A" M, ~ A' under the injection, we write A ~---+T~ E nr(7~) if A E nr(T~). 

Defini t ion 10. Let 7~ be a CP-relation. Function ~Pn : p(CP x CP) ~ fo(CP x 
CT') is defined thus: (A, B) E ~n(,S) if 

- ATCB; 
- anTe(A) = an~(B); 

- whenever A M '~T~ A' E nr(Tr there is B' such that B M,~yr B' E nr(Tr 
and A' S B'; and the vice versa, with the role of A and B exchanged. 

For each TO, function ~Tr is monotone, so it has a greatest fixed-point and we 
can define a function r : p(CP x CP) ~ ~(C7:' x CP), which maps a relation/r 
onto the greatest-fixed-point of ~Pn. 

Functional ~ appears suited to extracting a partition refinement algorithm 
because derivatives and transitions of processes are computed locally. Notice that 
in the definition of ~, clause A ~ B (which appears in the definition of efficient 
open bisimulation) has been omitted because relation ~ is not transitive, as 
witnessed by processes 

A de f (/2X (~a. ~b. 0), 0) B de f C0 ' 0) C clef (VX (Sa. ~b. 0), (a, b)) 

where A ~ B  and B ~ C, but A ~ C does not hold. If we added clause A ~B,  
then function ~ would not preserve transitivity, and hence we could not use ~5 
to define a partition refinement algorithm. 
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Unfortunately, �9 is not monotone. Therefore, we do not know whether ~ has 
a maximal  fixed-point and, even if it existed, we could not use Tarsky 's  theorem 
to compute  it. As a consequence, to obtain an algorithmic characterisation of 
open bisimulation in terms of ~, one has to provide a specific proof tha t  the 
i terated applications of �9 on the universal relation CP x C7~ are convergent, and 
tha t  the limit contains open bisimulation. We define: 

~0 clef C~ x C~ 

~i ~ f  ~ ( ~ - t )  if i is an ordinal successor 

~ d=~f ~j<~ r if i is an ordinal limit. 

clef ~i. 
T h e o r e m  11. Let ~'~lg = lim~ Then .,~ coincides with ~alg N ~. 

C o r o l l a r y  12. P ~'~D Q if and only if (P, D a fn(P))  ~ g  (Q, D N fn(Q)).  

Each i teration of the algorithm in the next section precisely corresponds to 
an applicat ion of function ~. 

6 T h e  a l g o r i t h m  

The  algori thm we propose for open bisimulation is based on the characterisation 
in Corollary 12. The main steps are sketched in Table 1. A part i t ion on processes 
can be viewed as a relation in which all processes in the same class are related; in 
this way, we can talk of non-redundant  transitions, active names and normalised 
transit ions w.r.t, a partition. Some comments  on the steps in the table: 

1 Generate the saturated state graphs (Sp,Tp) and (So,To) for processes (P, D A 
fn(P)) and (Q, O N fn(Q)). 

2 Initialize 7 ~ to be the singleton partition on Sp U SQ (i.e, all processes in the same 
class). 

3 Repeat the following steps until partition P becomes stable: 
3.1 Set NonRed to be the subset of transitions in Tp UTo which are non-redundant 

for 7.  
3.2 Compute the active names w.r.t. 7 ~, for each process in Sp U SO. 
3.3 If necessary, refine the partition 7 ~ so that processes in the same class have the 

same set of active names. 
3.4 Compute the normMised transitions for P generated by the transitions in 

Nont~ed. 
3.5 Apply the Paige and Tarjan refinement algorithm [10] on partition P using, as 

transitions, the normalised ones computed in Step 3.4. Redefine ~ to be the 
resulting partition. 

4 Check if (P, D N fn(P)) and (Q, D N fn(Q)) are in the same class. 

Table  1. Schema of the algorithm to check P "~v Q 
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S tep  1: The saturated state graph of a process A0 is the pair (S, T) where S 
and T are, respectively, the minimal set of constrained processes and of 
transitions between processes in S such that A0 E S and such that S and T 
are closed under the following operations'. 

Sa t - t r ans  if A e S and A ~ A' with bn(a) _C { min{A/" - fn(A)}}, then 

A ' E S a n d A  M.~ A ' E T ;  

S a t - n o n r e d  if (P, D) ~ (P',  D') e T and (P, D) g,3 (p,r, D") e T with 
M t> N and a = 3aM, then (P"aM,D~, a N fn(P"aM)) e S; 

S a t - b u n c h  Let y ~r  min{A; - fn(A)}; if A M !~ A' e T with bn(a) = {y), 
then A'{v/yy/v} e S, for all v < y (where < is the strict order assumed 
o n  ]r 

S a t - n o n r e d  and sa t -bunch  are necessary, respectively, for the run-time 
computation of non-redundant transitions and for the targets of normalised 
transitions. Note that sa t - t rans  requires a single instantiation of bound 
names of actions. In sa t -bunch,  v is strictly below min{A]" - fn(A)}, since 
the latter name, which is surely inactive for A, has already been considered 
in sa t - t rans .  

S tep  3: Each cycle corresponds ~o an application of function ~ of Section 5. 
S tep  3.1: Following Definition 5, to compute the non-redundant transitions 

quickly, for each transition (P, D) -M---'2 (p',  D') we can keep a list of the 

processes (P"aM, D~a N fn(P''crM)) such that (P, D) ~ (P", D") with 
M ~> N and a = fl6rM; then the given transition is non-redundant for 
if and only if none of the processes in the list is in the equivalence class of 
(P',D'). 

Step  3.2: Following Definition 7, the active names can be efficiently computed 
via a transitive-closure algorithm (the non-redundant transi.tions have al- 
ready been computed in Step 3.1). 

S t ep  3.4: The normalised transitions are generated applying inference rules 
Norml and Norm2 (Definition 9) to each transition in NonRed. (The deriva- 
tives of normalised transitions are in Sp U SQ, so no new process needs to 
be added.) 

The algorithm terminates if the saturated state spaces, produced from the input 
processes in Step 1, are finite. This is the case for finite-control processes. 1. 

The algorithm can be used to produce the minimal realisation of a process 
P w.r.t, a distinction D - -  for this case it suffices to generate only the saturated 
state space of (P, D Nfn(P)) in Step 1. If we take processes with normalised tran- 
sitions only (normalised transitions for processes are defined as for constrained 
processes - -  just replace A with P and A ~ with P '  in Definition 9), then the 
process returned by the algorithm (i.e., the one extracted from the final parti- 
tion, where transitions are those computed in the last execution of Step 3.4) is 

1 Some garbage collection of restrictions is needed, i.e., if x ~ fn(P) then ~,x P should 
be replaced by P. 
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minimal in the number of states, normaiised transitions, and the number of free 
names among all processes in the relation "~D with P. 

7 Conclus ions  

We presented various characterisations of open bisimulation. From the last one, 
we have extracted a partition refinement algorithm. It can be used on finite con- 
trol processes for checking bisimilarity and for producing minimal realisations. 
Complexi ty .  Paige-Tarjan algorithm has a worst-case running time O(m log n), 
on the number m of transitions and n of states; in our case, m and n are the num- 
ber of transitions and of states obtained after initialisation (Step 1 in Table 1). 
The Paige-Tarjan routine may be applied several times (Step 3 in Table 1), but 
at most it runs n times, since at each iteration at least one split of the partition 
is made. Hence, we get a worst case running time O(mn log n). 

However, the algorithm is exponential w.r.t, the syntactic length of the pro- 
cesses. The exponentiality is caused by the expansion of the parallel component 
of processes, as in CCS, and by value communication, as in data-dependent pro- 
grams [5]. Surprisingly, the degree of exponentiation in the x-calculus is similar 
to that of CCS [3, 8]. Against this exponential bounds, the possibility of min- 
imising process representations, offered by the algorithm, becomes important: 
As it happens in CCS, large-scale examples become tractable if process subcom- 
ponents are first minimised. 
Act ive  names  and n o n - r e d u n d a n t  t ransi t ions .  The algorithm presented 
makes no attempts at uncovering active names and non-redundant transitions 
in initialisation. This may cause a large addition of states in the saturation 
procedure (operations sat-nonred and sat-bunch in Step 1) and a high number 
of iterations of the Paige-Tarjan routine. 

However, a quick analysis of the processes could often produce reasonable 
estimates of active names and non-redundant transitions. For instance, all tran- 
sitions with a true (i.e., empty) condition are non-redundant, and all free names 
in their labels are active. We believe that this direction can lead to significant 
improvements. 

In non-trivial processes, like those used in the specification and the implemen- 
tation of the handover protocol in the GSM Public Land Mobile Network [9], all 
free names are active, and all transitions are non-redundant. It would be useful 
to find syntactic characterisations of classes of processes with this property. An 
example is the fragment of language without parallel composition and match- 
ing. One could then envisage a two-speed algorithm, the first speed (faster) to 
be used when active names and non-redundant transitions can be quickly com- 
puted in initialisation. (Indeed, the speeds could even be three, the intermediate 
one to be used when active names axe known but non-redundant transitions are 
not.) Again, the applicability of the first speed can be enhanced by first min- 
imising the representation of process subcomponents whose active names and 
non-redundant transitions are hard to compute. 
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Extens ions .  The algorithm can be extended to the polyadic 7r-calculus (where 
tuples of names are communicated). It can also be adapted to early and late 
bisimulations, and to weak and branching bisimulations. In the case of early and 
late bisimulations, the algorithm would become simpler, since Dep.2 and Dep.3 
are absent, but  it would be less efficient, due to the heavy use of names in the 
input clause of these bisimulations [7, 11]. 
I m p l e m e n t a t i o n s .  We plan to produce an implementation of the algorithm 
arid to s tudy its integration with the MWB and other tool sets like JACK [1] or 
A U T O / G R A P H  [2]. 
M i n i m i s a t i o n .  The algorithm performs minimisation of processes on the nor- 
malised transition system. Roughly, normalised means tha t  the bound name of 
transitions is forced to be the first inactive in the source process. 

It  would be interesting to see whether there are minimal forms and minimi- 
sation algorithms with more relaxed conditions on the choice of bound names. 
The challenge is tha t  the minimal forms must be canonical, i.e., syntactically 
identical for bisimilar processes. 
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